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ABSTRACT
In the recent years, the ways people acquire information have been completely changed. Activities
such as reading hardcopy materials such as books, journals, and newspapers, have radically
declined, and most of the people go online to find recent and up-to-date information. As a result,
news feeds technology such as RSS and ATOM was created to allow news users to get frequently
update information. However, the number of news items that will be downloaded to the aggregator
will be unmanageable when the number of provides grows. This will be even annoying when some
of the news items are similar to already read news items.
One of the possible solutions to this challenge is to measure similarity among news items. Measure
similarity between news items is pre-requisite to a number of application areas, grouping,
clustering, merging and revision/version control. Since news Feeds are XML files, they do have
several sub-elements such as title, description/summery, link, guild, etc…. Previously item/entry
sub-elements such as title and description/summary have been used as input in measuring
similarity. In this work, we propose to use link sub-element information that improves and
supplement the similarity computation between two items. As news page contains links to set of
related news pages, our new similarity approach uses these links in measuring similarity. We
developed new similarity measures that consider the link sub-element and related news links
together with their anchor text.
In order to validate our approach, we developed a prototype implementing the link based news
Feed similarity measure. Experimental results show that the link based news feed similarity is
more helpful in measuring similarity when it is combined with computing similarity only with
title and description sub-elements and compared to using SimRank and co-citation.

Keywords: similarity measure, link analysis, news Feed, Semantic similarity
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
1

1.1

INTRODUCTION

Introduction

This chapter is going to discusses background to the problem area in Section 1.1, motivation for
the work in Section 1.2, statement of the problem in Section 1.3, general and specific objectives
of the study in Section 1.4, research methodology in Section 1.5, scope and limitation of the study
in Section 1.6, significance of the study in Section 1.7 and finally application results of the study
are discussed in Section 1.8.

1.2

Background

In the recent years, the ways people acquire information have been completely changed. Activities
such as reading hard copy materials such as books, journals, and newspapers, have radically
declined, and most of the people go online to find recent and up-to-date information.
News feeds are Extensible Markup Language (XML)-based technologies that makes easy to
manage web data flow and allow web users to get frequently updated information [1], [2], [3].
Currently, RSS (Really Simple Syndication) and ATOM are the two popular syndication formats
[4].Both formats contain some descriptive information extracted from a fully prepared article such
as title, date of publication, a link to the original article, guild which is a unique identifier to the
feed and a summary or a description text.
The use of RSS/news feed aggregators empowered web users to get information at click away
rather than roaming from site to site. (i.e., the user registers the address of their favorite content
provider in the aggregator for instance Google Reader and the aggregator download the recently
published feed as soon as it gets).However, the number of news items that will be downloaded to
the aggregator will be unmanageable when the number of provides grows. This will be even
annoying when some of the news items are similar to already read news items.
One of the possible solutions to this challenge is to measure similarity among news items. Measure
similarity between news items is pre-requisite to a number of application areas, grouping,
clustering, merging and revision/version control [5].
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In measuring similarity, researchers [6], [7], [5]proposed to use text base descriptors of Item/entry
such as title and description/summary as input main sources for measuring similarity. However,
there is important information embedded in the link element that improves and supplement the
similarity computation and helps to infer similarity between the items. The aim of this thesis is to
use the link sub-element as an additional component in measuring the similarity between News
items.

1.3

Motivation

News feed’s link element contains URL (Uniform Resource Locater) that contains the address of
the actual news source. URL contains valuable text information such as hierarchal folder names
representing path and file name besides the domain name. In addition to this, most News pages
contain pointers to related news pages that enrich the content of the current News page. Each of
these related links also contain anchor text summary of the page it is pointing to.
We take into consideration the text information embedded in link element of the News feed and
its recommended related hyperlinks in order to get a better similarity score.
To motivate our work, let us consider CNN1 and BBC1 news feeds extracted from CNN and BBC
and shown in Table 1-1.
Table 1-1 News feeds extracted from CNN and BBC

CNN1

BBC1

<item><title>Alarm over Sudan, South Sudan
clashes</title><description>U.S. and international powers warn that fighting
between Sudan and South Sudan could lead to war, less than a year after South
Sudan became independent.</description>
<link> http://edition.cnn.com/2012/03/28/world/africa/sudanviolence/</link></item>
<item><title>Somali piracy: EU forces in first mainland
raid</title><description>EU naval forces have conducted their first raid on
pirate bases on the Somali mainland, saying they have destroyed several
boats.</description><link>http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-africa18069685</link></item>
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Considering item descriptor 1 defined on title and description element, the similarity between
CNN1 and BBC1 while considering semantic information is close to zero. However, as both news
items are describing event occurring in Africa they possess some degree of similarity caused by
URL text like World, Africa and Sudan. This similarity is more visible when the similarity
between hyperlinks located in the source page is considered.

1.4

Statement of the Problem

Since, pervious works on news feed similarity approaches do not utilize the link sub-element in
the computation process. In this thesis, we assess and provide an approach that measure similarity
using link sub-element. And the following are the key research questions associated with the
thesis.
•

How to identify key contents of link element?

•

How to identify hyperlinks of pages related to given news?

•

How to measure similarity between news items based on the similarity between its
component link elements?

1.5

Objectives of the Study

1.5.1

General Objective

The main objective of this study is to provide an approach that measures the similarity between
News items using link sub-element information
1.5.2

Specific Objective

The specific objectives of this work are:
•

Understand the different technique in identifying the component of hyperlinks

•

Assess the capability and drawback of existing link based similarity methods

•

Propose an approach that extend the existing link similarity measures to be semanticaware

1

Item Descriptor [5] is set of element names used in computing RSS news item similarity.
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•

Evaluate the capability of our measure with prototype

•

Compare the capability of the measure against existing link-based similarity
approaches

1.6

Research Methodology

In order to achieve the specified objectives of the research, the researcher is going to use different
methodologies for various stages of this thesis work.
1.6.1

Review of Related Literature

At first, issues and areas related to the thesis are going to be reviewed. This is done mainly through
reading journal papers, articles, books and other reading materials that enrich the understanding
of the subject area. Major activities performed in this phase were:
•

Reviewing major works in news feed similarity measure, news merging and the various
issues and challenges that are raised along with it. Since the area is relatively new, it
needed to be studied in greater depth so as to address the various areas of research
currently underway.

•

Review major works in the area of link similarity.

•

The main concern of this thesis work is to use link sub-element of a given news
item/entry and its outgoing recommended link textual information in measuring
similarity between two news items. Hence, a comprehensive study of link text
extraction, outgoing link extraction, their nature and characteristics and other related
issues are going to be performed.

1.6.2

Develop Algorithm

Secondly, we are going to develop a new algorithm for the new proposed solution. The main input
for our algorithm development is going to be the different reviewed literatures. Discussion with
advisors and with colleagues who work in related areas is also going to be the other important
input. Here the major activities is going to be clearly specifying the input, process and output
values for the algorithm to be developed.
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1.6.3

Develop Prototype

At last we are going to deal with the design and development of a prototype that measures
similarity between two news items/entry based on their link sub-element. To successfully develop
our prototype, we will use different programming language, database management system
software, etc.

1.7

Scope

Even though the findings of the research is important for other different areas of web applications,
the scope of this research is limited to measuring similarity between two news items using their
link sub-element and their related links extracted from news page.

1.8

Significance of the Study

These days news feed technology are becoming one of the frequently accessible information
throughout the internet. Determining similarity of two news feed will be used as input to handle
issues related to news feed analysis. As a result, the output of research will have impact in avoiding
redundant news, improving clustering quality, creating relevant grouping, merging news feed and
it is also going to be an input to other applications.

1.9

Application of the Results

The result of this thesis could be used to support the existing similarity measure and can be
considered as an additional alternative similarity measure mechanism of the previous works [5].
Our approach takes the advantage of link sub-element information from News item/entry
(internal) and it also considers outgoing related URL anchor text information (external) embedded
in the source news supplemented with knowledge base that contains collection of related concepts.
These uses help us to infer the related news between news items.
The results from this study could add additional concept set to the news feed similarity from the
external part of the news feed i.e. related link information at different depth of the web graph. This
means that it increases the concept set of the similarity measure external link information.

5

1.10 Thesis Organization
The remaining part of this document is organized in 5chapters. Chapter 2 lays the foundation for
other parts of this research. It describes the necessary background for the rest of the work. It
thoroughly discusses important literatures in the area of similarity definition and link similarity
upon which this thesis work builds. Chapter 3looks into different kinds of efforts that have been
done in the area of text based similarity measure.
Chapter 4 details our similarity/relatedness measure between a pair of News item based on their
Anchor text and URL text. Chapter 5presents the experimentation phase of the study at hand.
Results of the similarity measure experiments were also discussed here. Finally, Chapter
6concludes the thesis report by describing conclusions, contribution and our future research
directions.
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW
2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1

Introduction

This chapter presents the review of literatures upon which this thesis work is basing on. We
present major works and issues related to similarity. Overview of measuring similarity and
relatedness is discussed in Section 2.1 and Link-Based similarity measures in Section 2.2upon
which this thesis work builds.

2.2

Measuring Similarity

Before reviewing different literatures and describing previous efforts conducted by different
researchers, it is important to define what do we mean by similarity and Relatedness? Based on
the WorldNet Semantic English dictionary [8], similarity means: "the quality of being similar".
And relatedness means: “A particular manner of connectedness”.
Measuring similarity between things is a fundamental and widely used concept. It has been a
subject of great interest in human history since a long time ago. Even before computers were
made, humans have been interested in finding similarity between objects and as a result many
different similarity measures have been proposed in different disciplines such as mathematics[9]
psychology [10].
By using the computer it has been easier to what extent two or more objects are similar to each
other. In order to specify what kind of similarity and for what purpose is needed, it can be
separated into different categories.
Computing similarity plays a key role in different computer research areas such as Natural
Language Processing (NLP), Information Retrieval (IR), Information Integration and Machine
Learning.
In [49], the authors presented an information theoretic definition of similarity and they
demonstrated also how their definition can be used to measure the similarity in a number of
different domains by clarifying their perceptions about similarity as follows:
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•

The similarity between A and B is related to their commonness. The more
commonness they share, the more similar they are.

•

The similarity between A and B is related to the differences between them. The more
differences they have, the less similar they are.

•

The maximum similarity between A and B is reached when A and B are identical, no
matter how much commonness they share.

So similarity is the ratio between the amount of information in the commonality and the amount
of information in the description of A and B. If commonality of A and B is known, their similarity
would tell how much more information is needed to determine what A and B are [49].
In the next section we present the litrature review of link-based similairty measures.

2.3

Link-based Similarity Measures

In recent years a considerable amount of research works [11] , [12] and [13]have focused on
examining collections of hyper-linked pages and structures called link analysis. Link
analysis2techniques have been used in extracting knowledge, by measuring similarity between
objects (for example web pages and citation among articles).Currently, analyzing web link
structures is being widely used in many applications for the purpose of obtaining similar objects.
For example, different social network applications such as Facebook, Google Plus and Twitter use
link analysis in order to suggest relevant objects in their respective social network[14], [15].
The different link-based similarity approaches are categorized into two groups neighbor-based
and graph-based.
2.3.1

Neighbor-based Link Similarity Measure

The intuition behind neighbor3-based methods is “similar objects have similar neighbors.” They
focus on comparing local neighborhood structures of the given objects. Traditional methods

2

Link analysis is a network analysis that explores key relationships among objects.

3

A neighbor of link in web graph is any parent link (incoming link) or child (outgoing) link.
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contain Co-citation [16], Bibliographic coupling [17], Jaccard Measure [18], SimRank [19], and
rvc-SimRank [13].
Co-citation
Initially Co-citation was proposed to measure the similarity between scientific papers [16]. The
similarity between two articles is dependent on articles that cited both of them. This reflects the
assumption that the author of a scientific paper cites only papers related to her/his work. Thus, if
paper X and Y are both cited by paper Z, then both are related in some sense to one another, even
if they do not directly cite each other. On the other hand if paper X and Y are cited together in
many papers, it means that X and Y have a strong relationship or similarity. Later this assumption
of co-citation is applied to compute the similarity between web documents considering links as
citations (i.e., “a Web page author will insert links to pages related to her/his own page”).
For example, given two web pages x and y their corresponding similarity is dependent on the
number of common links (i.e., links referenced in both x and y) over the total number for links. It
is formalized as follows:
Sim X, Y =

| ∩ |
| ∪ |

(1)

Where
-

Ix, Iy links to web page X and Y (i.e., ingoing links) respectively.

|I ∩ I |- the number of shared ingoing links shared by X and Y
|I ∩ I | – total number of ingoing links

The Sim X, Y ∈ 0,1 and the higher the number of shared links the higher the similar value.
One basic limitation of co-citation is that it computes similarity between links only when they are
commonly referenced by a link. In other words it ignores outgoing links.
Bibliographic Coupling
In [17], the authors presented a complementary similarity measure approach that uses
bibliographic information called bibliographic coupling similarity measure. Their measure is
based on the fact that the similarity between papers is dependent on the number of resource both
cited i.e., “two documents share one unit of bibliographic coupling if both cite the same paper”.
This principle can be applied to measure the similarity between web pages. That is two web pages
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focusing on related domain are likely to refer to the same pages. Thus, two web pages have a
bibliographic coupling if both refer the same page. More formally, given two web pages x and y
and Ox and Oy representing the set of links extracted from x and y (Ox and Oy are also called
outgoing links) respectively, the similarity is defined as the ratio of the number of common links
over the total number of links referenced by X and Y. It is formalized as follows: d as:
Sim  X, Y =

|! ∩! |
|! ∪! |

(2)

Where:
-

|O ∩ O | – the number of common referenced links of X and Y
|O ∪ O |- the total number of links referenced by X and Y

According to the Equation, the more common children pages X and Y have, the more related they
are. This value is normalized by the total set of children, to fit between 0 and 1. If both and are
empty, the bibliographic coupling similarity will be zero.
Bibliographic coupling also has limitation. It computes similarity between links only when they
are commonly referring a link. In other words it ignores outgoing links. Latter on Amsler [20] is
proposed and discussed in the following section.
Combination of Citation and Bibliographic Coupling (Amsler)
In order to take advantage of the information available in citations in measuring similarity between
articles [20] Amsler proposed an approach that combines both co-citation and bibliographic
coupling. Thus two papers X and Y are related if
•

X and Y are cited by the same paper,

•

X and Y cite the same paper, or

•

X cites a third paper Z that cites Y.

As for the previous measures, the Amsler similarity measure can also be applied to measuring
similarity between Web pages, through replacing citations by links. Given two web pages X and
Y, Ix and Iy be the set of parents (in-links) of X and Y respectively, and Ox and Oy be the set of
children (out-links) of X and Y respectively, the Amsler similarity X and Y is defined as:
Sim#$% & X, Y =

' ( ∪!( ∩ ) ∪!) '

| ( ∪!( ∪*) ∪!) +|

(3)
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The equation tells us that, the more links (either in-link or out-link) X and Y have in common, the
more they are related. The measure is normalized by the total number of links. If neither X nor Y
have any in-link or out-link, the similarity is defined as zero.
Even though, Amsler similarity measure is able to solve the limitation of co-citation and
bibliographic coupling by considering both in-links and out-links, it ignore the similarity between
neighbors. This is going to reduce its performance [21].
Jaccard Link Similarity Measure
Jaccard link similarity measure also known as the Jaccard’s Coefficient. It is defined as the size
of the intersection (this include all neighbors in-link and out-link) divided by the size of the union
of two sets [18]. For a given two objects X and Y, let x and y denote their respective neighbor

sets, therefore the similarity is defined by:
Sim./00/&1 X, Y = |

| 2 ∩ 3 |
2 ∪ 3 |

(4)

Even though, Jaccard link similarity measure is able to solve the limitation of co-citation and
bibliographic coupling by considering both in-links and out-links, it ignore the similarity between
neighbors. This is going to reduce its performance [21].
SimRank
SimRank is one of the general link similarity measures. It can be applicable in any domain with
object-to-object relationships, that measures similarity of the structural context in which objects
occur, based on their relationships with other objects [19]. The intuition behind SimRank is "two
objects are similar if they are related to similar objects." It improves the accuracy of Co-citation,
in which the similarity score between two web pages is defined by the number of in-link neighbors
that they have in common. SimRank computes similarity iteratively.

SimRank Equation: Given two objects a and b, their similarity is denote bySim4/56 a, b ∈ 0,1
and defined as:

11

Sim4/56 a, b = | /



||  |

∑;</ ∑:;< Sim4/56 I a , I: b
|

|

|

|

(5)

Where:
-

I a denotes the set of in-link pages of a.

-

C is a constant between 0 and 1

-

|I a ||I b |is the number of all possible neighbor pairs.

Notice that if I(a) = ∅ or I(b) = ∅ then Sim4/56 a, b = 0, otherwise the result will b the sum of
similarity

between

overall

/

andI: b withich is ∑;< ∑:;< Sim4/56 I a , I: b .
|

|

|

|

neighbors

pairs

I a

Therefore Sim4/56 a, b is the product of constant C times the average similarity over all possible

neighbor pairs between I a and I b .
RVC-SimRank

Usually without scanning the entire web Graph4, it is not easy to know all in-links referencing a
given web document. However, a web page has a good knowledge of out-links (i.e., address of
pages/ resources) it is referencing. Based on this fact, the authors in [13] proposed a reverseSimRank (also called RVC - SimRank) that improves Bibliographic coupling.

Given two objects a and b, their similarity is denote asSim4CD4/56 a, b ∈ 0,1. A recursive
equation for Sim4CD4/56 a, b

is provided in Equation below. i.e. if a = b then

Sim4CDE$4/56 a, b is defined to be 1. Otherwise,

/

Sim4CDE$4/56 a, b = |! / ||!  | ∑;< ∑:;< Sim4CDE$4/56 O a , O: b


|!

|

|!

|

(6)

Where:
-

O a denotes the set of out-link pages of a.

-

C is a constant between 0 and 1

-

|O a |, |O b |is the number of all possible out-going neighbor pairs.

4

Web graph is a directed graph that represents the Web.
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Notice that if O(a) = ∅ or O(b) = ∅ then Sim4CDE$4/56 a, b = 0otherwise the result will be the

sum of similarity between overall neighbors pairsO a andO: b .

Therefore Sim4CD4/56 a, b is the product of constant C times the average similarity over all
possible neighbor pairs between O a and O b .

All the classical neighborhood similarity measure are very efficient and easy to implement, and
are being used in different applications. But for vast amount of data sources like the Web,
considering only direct neighbors is obviously not enough. Alternatively, SimRank makes an
extension by taking similarity between neighbors into account. However, it has some challenge
[22], which may influence the output score.
Latter on PageSim [13], MatchSim [21] , P-Rank (Penetrating Rank) [12], and C-Rank, [23] are
proposed and overcome the drawbacks of traditional neighbor-based methods in different ways.
PageSim
PageSim [13] is one of the known link-based similarity measures that extends co-citation
algorithm. The similarity score between two web pages is defined as the number of their
shared/common in-link neighbors using the PageRank score propagation principle.
PageRank [24] is one of the most ranking algorithm which assigns global ranking scores to all
web pages. The authors of [13] takes PageRank’s score of a web page as the importance (weight
or similarity score) of it in the PageSim method. PageSim approach is described as follows:
•

First, each web page only contains its own similarity score, and then propagates its own
similarity score to it's out-link neighbors.

•

After the propagation, each page will have its own similarity score as well as the similarity
scores of others.

•

Finally calculate the PageSim score of each pair of pages by “summing their common
similarity scores up”.

PageSim equation:
•

Given a directed graph G = V, E with vertices V representing web pages vi i =

•

Let PR(v) denotes the PageRank score of page v, for v ∈V

1,2,3 … n = |E|) and directed adge E which represent hyperlink between web pages
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•

Let PG u, v denotes the PageRank score that page u propagates to page v through
PATH(u, v)

PG u, v = ∑T∈P#XY(Q;W) ∏

P4 Q

S∈T;SVW |!(S)|

(7)

The PageSim between u and v denoted as PS (u, v) and formalized as:
PS(u, v) = ∑5;< min(PG(v , u), PG(v , v))

(8)

Where: u, v ∈ V
P-Rank (Penetrating Rank)
P-Rank [12]improves Amsler measure between pair of objects as a weighted sum of the similarity
scores computed using rvs-SimRank and SimRank. The authors showed that P-Rank is
semantically complete and includes all the well-known similarity measures, including CoCitation, Bibliographic Coupling, Amsler and SimRank.
More specifically, the two main assumptions of P-Rank are:
•

Two entities are similar if they are referenced by similar entities

•

Two entities are similar if they reference similar entities.

P-Rank similarity score between a and b denoted as SimPD4/56 (a, b) ∈ [0,1] and formalized as, if

= bs(a, b) = 1 , and when a ≠ b when can use the following equation.
|(/)| |()|

C
^ ^ Sim _I (a), I: (b)`
Sim(a, b) = λ ×
|I(a)||I(b)|
;<

+ (1 − λ)

:;<

|!(/)| |!()|

(9)

C
^ ^ Sim(O (a), O: (b))
|O(a)||O(b)|
;<

:;<

Where
•

λ ∈ [0,1] is a weight given to the similarity between in-link and (1-λ)is weight for
similarity between out-link directions which expresses the relative weight of similarity
computation between in-link and out-link directions,

•

C ∈ [0,1]is set as damping factor.
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By changing the value of C and λ, the P-Rank representsany of the knownlink-based similarity
measures. For example
•
•

C = 1, and λ = 1 (or λ = 0), P-Rank represents Co-citation (or Coupling).

C = 1 and λ = 0.5, P-rank represents Amsler.

MatchSim
MatchSim [21] focus on the neighbor-based approach that bases on the assumption that “similar
objects have similar neighbors. It is proposed as an extension and enhanced version of the
traditional neighbor based link similarity measures.

Given two objects a and b in a graph of size n, construct weighted bipartite Graph5→ G/, =
I a , I b , E, w ,
Where:
•

EdgeE = d u, v |u ∈ I a , v ∈ I b eandw u, v = sim u, v .

The MatchSim score is defined by:
sim a, b = $/2

g /,
f

| / |,|  |

(10)

Where:
•

i a, b denotes the weight of a maximum matching betweenI a andI b and it is
W
computed as

i a, b = W m∗/ = ∑
W

Q,W l$∗mn sim

u, v

(11)

Where:
-

5

m∗/ is a maximum matching betweenI a and I b

A bipartite graph (or bi-graph) is a graph whose vertices can be divided into two disjoint sets U and V
such that every edge connects a vertex in U to one in V; that is, U and V are independent sets.
Equivalently, a bipartite graph is a graph that does not contain any odd-length cycles
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Before calculating m∗/ MatchSim always normalizeI(a) and I(b) to have equal size.This is because
“if the graph is not completely bipartite (a and b are not of equal size), fake vertices and zeroweighted edges are inserted to make up the missing part” [21]. Therefore, before computing the
m∗, converting a and b to be “equally sized” is necessary, and it is defined as:
L/ = |m∗/ | = max I a , I b

(12)

C-Rank
C-Rank is a similarity measure designed for scientific literature databases. It uses both in-links
and out-links disregarding the direction of references. C-Rank[23] measures the similarity
between two papers p and q following the following three cases:
•

p and q are similar if they have high number of out-going links in common;

•

p and q are similar if they have high number of in-going links in common and

•

p and q are similar if many of the papers that are referenced by p reference q.

Among the three cases, the first and the second cases are captured in Bibliographic Coupling and
Co-citation, respectively; however these two measures fail to address both cases simultaneously.
Moreover, the authors showed that none of the similarity measures is capable to address the third
case.
C-Rank uses both in-links and out-links at the same time. Similar to that the accuracy of Cocitation and bibliographic (Coupling) is improved by iterative SimRank and rvs-SimRank, C-Rank
is defined iteratively. Equation 13 represents C-Rank:

R 6 p, q , denotes the similarity score between p and q at iteration k. At iteration zero the similarity
score is 0 when p and q are not equal otherwise1.Else if iteration greater than zero
|t T | |t u |
R 6s< p, q = |t T ||t u | ∑;< ∑:;< R 6 L p , L: q
0

(13)

Where,
•

L(p) denotes the set of undirected link neighbors of paper p.

•

L(q) denotes the set of undirected link neighbors of paper q.
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2.3.2

Graph-Link Similarity Measures

Unlike neighborhood link similarity measure graph-based link similarity measures uses the whole
global structure of graph into consideration. Most of the measures in this category are used to rank
a web pages or a links in the web. Some of the prominent measures in this category are PageRank,
HITS algorithm [67], and Companion [31]
PageRank
PageRank is an algorithm used by Google search engine, originally it was formulated by Sergey
Brin and Larry Page[24]. The principle behind this algorithm is the world of academia (academic
world). In the academia, the importance of a research paper is judged by the number of citations
the paper has from other research papers. PageRank uses this principle to rank web documents f
based on the number of hyperlinks pointing to it (also known as inbound links) from other web
pages. Therefore, according to the PageRank concept, the rank of a document is given by the rank
of those documents which link to it. The rank of these documents again is given by the rank of
documents which link to them.
HITS
HITS stands for Hypertext Induced Topic Search [25], and unlike PageRank which is a static
ranking algorithm, HITS is search query dependent. When the user issues a search query, HITS
first expands the list of relevant pages returned by a search engine and then produces two rankings
of the expanded set of pages, authority ranking and hub ranking. An authority is a page with many
in-links. The page may have good or authoritative content on some topic. A hub is a page with
many out-links. The page serves as an organizer of the information on a particular topic and points
to many good authority pages on the topic. The key idea of HITS is that a good hub points to many
good authorities and a good authority is pointed by many good hubs. Therefore, Authorities and
hubs have a mutual reinforcement relationship.
Companion Algorithm
Companion algorithm is derived from the HITS algorithm proposed by Kleinberg for ranking
search engine queries [26]. HITS algorithm could be used for finding related pages as well, and
provided subjective evidence that it might work well. On a different approach, [27]proposed the
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Companion algorithm. Given a Web page d, the algorithm finds a set of pages related to d by
examining its link structure. Companion is able to return a degree of how related each page is to
d. This degree can be used as a similarity measure between d and other pages.
2.3.3

URL and Anchor Text Information

The above link-based similarity measure, they only consider the neighborhood and the whole
graph structure of a web. However it is important to look the internal and external textual
information of a link.
Web page links contain textual information in their surroundings. Particularly from the HTML the
anchor element/tag <a>, we can get useful textual data such as Anchor text and URL text
information. On one hand, anchor texts in Web documents provide a short description of the target
document. Although they are initially created to help users navigate from one page to another,
they usually provide an additional and complementary description of the document contents [28].
On the other hand, anchor texts also share similar characteristics with Web queries, for example,
they are usually short and descriptive. They have a better chance to match user queries than the
content words of a document [29].
For instance, the anchor element <a href="http://www.reuters.com/places/south-korea">South
Korea</a>, contains a hyperlink to the Reuters News web site, which leads users to visit Full
coverage of South Korea. In this example, the anchor contains two types of information:
•

anchor text "South Korea";

•

URL http://www.reuters.com/places/south-korea

An anchor text provides a good description of the page
At the same time the URL text “places/south-Korea” is also a good description of page
"http://www.reuters.com/places/south-korea". After performing some pre-processing text like
(extract concepts/works other than those representing domain information and embedded in the
URL) stop word removal, change wild cards to blank space, path separators such as“/” and “-”to
blank space), we can get a textual descriptor “places south Korea” which is describe semantically
what the anchor text “North Korea” is.
Therefore, in this thesis we can use the anchor and URL text of a hyperlink as an important
element in computing the similarity between pair of news items.
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2.3.4

Recommendation Links Textual Information

In addition to the link sub-element of the News item/entry, there may be hyperlinks in the detailed
content of the news, which are recommended by the News provider. Figure 2-1 shows a news feed
item published by BBC. This page has a title: “Owen Coyle: FabriceMuamba sent Bolton message
of support”, description: “Bolton Wanderers manager Owen Coyle has revealed that his players
received a message of support from FabriceMuamba before their crucial win against fellow
strugglers Blackburn Rovers at the Reebok” and
Link: “http://www.bbc.co.uk/sport/0/football/17501423”

<title>Owen Coyle: FabriceMuamba sent Bolton message of support</title>
<description>Bolton Wanderers manager Owen Coyle has revealed that his players
received a message of support from FabriceMuamba before their crucial win
against fellow strugglers Blackburn Rovers at the Reebok.</description>
<link>http://www.bbc.co.uk/sport/0/football/17501423<link>

Figure 2-1 News feed from the Guardian news page
The link element contains the actual news page that contains link to a number of related pages.
For instance, Figure 2-2 shows list of links extracted from the news item shown in Figure 1.3 with
associated anchor text obtained from the pages of links at level one.
Link
http://www.bbc.co.uk/sport/0/football/17417973
/sport/0/football/17412469
/news/uk-england-manchester-17498947
/sport/0/football/17412469
/sport/0/football/premier-league/
/news/uk-england-manchester-17498947
/news/england/manchester/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/sport/0/football/17370584
http://www.bbc.co.uk/manchester/sport/index.shtml
http://www.bbc.co.uk/weather/5day.shtml?id=1211
http://news.bbc.co.uk/sport1/hi/football/eng_prem/default.
stm
http://www.bwfc.premiumtv.co.uk/page/Welcome -

Anchor text
cardiac arrest he suffered during the FA Cup
quarter-final against Tottenham
gave Bolton an emotionally-charged 2-1 win
shown from both sets of supporters
Bolton2 - 1Blackburn
Premier League
Bolton fans stage Muamba tribute
Manchester
Football on the BBC
BBC Manchester sport
Bolton weather
BBC Sport Premier League
External siteBolton Wanderers
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Figure 2-2Samplelinks and anchor text extracted from sample item at level one
Thus measuring similarity between news items should take into consideration the similarity
between links at different levels.

2.4

Summary

In this Chapter, we presented two prominent categories of link-based similarity measure-Neighbor
and Graph-based similarity measures. Unlike graph-based, neighbor-based similarity measures
are classical and have limitation to consider the whole graph structure of a web. Both of these link
similarity measures only consider the link structure of the web graph during computing similarity.
However, it is so important to investigate and use the textual information embedded internally and
externally in the link element. After extracting the textual information of the links the next step is
to measure similarity as the similarity between textual values. The next chapter discusses the
prominent works related to the thesis work.
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CHAPTER THREE
RELATED WORK
3

RELATED WORK

3.1

Introduction

RSS is a rich text XML document that describes news items published by news providers. The
known approach for measuring the similarity between news items is based on text similarity, XML
similarity. These measures will be presented in this Chapter.
The rest of the Chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 discuses text pre-processing techniques
made before measuring similarity, Section 3.2 reviews the most known text based similarity
measures. Section 3.3 assesses XML document similarity measure and finally Section 3.4
summarizes the Chapter.

3.2

Text Pre-processing

Before measuring the similarity between two texts, usually text pre-processing technique is
employed. Text pre-processing consists of different tasks including tokenization, stop-word
removal, and stemming. In [30] the task of preprocessing defined as removing stop words and
word stemming.
In the English language, there are terms that appear very frequently on the collection of documents
and most of which are not relevant for the information retrieval tasks such as measuring similarity
between two texts. These include articles, conjunctions, prepositions, etc (for example, the
words “a”, “an”, “are”, “be”, “for” . ..) are referred as English stop words.

Stemming or lemmatizing is the process of reducing inflected (or sometimes derived) words into
their stem. For example, words “reducing” and “reduced” are reduced to their stem word “reduce”.
Since all the variants of the word will be the same after being stemmed measuring similarity
becomes easier to process and produce more accurate result and save storage space for the
program. There are many stemming algorithms among which Porters [31].
On the other hand, Tokenization is the process of demarcating and possibly classifying sections
of a string of input characters. According to [32] token identification task is used to automatically
identify the boundaries of a variety of phrases of interest in raw text and mark them up with
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associated labels. The initial task is to produce a list of attributes. These attributes could be single
words or word phrases.

3.3

Text Similarity Measure

Text similarity is the one among the several kinds of similarity measures between two objects. It
is about measuring two or more strings with each other to find out how similar they are. The
different text similarity methods can be categorized into two: Classical (Syntactic) text similarity
and Semantic-based text similarity measure.

3.4

Classical (Syntactic) Text Similarity Measure

There are a number of classical text similarity measure algorithms. This sub section discusses the
most known algorithms: Vector Space Model and Edit Distance.
3.4.1.1 Vector Space Model
In Vector Space Model, texts are preprocessed, the distinct terms/words in the text are represented
in vector and every dimension corresponds to a separate term or token. Each term in the vector
will have a corresponding weight which is computed using Term Frequency, Inverse Document
Frequency (TF-IDF) [33]. Once texts are represented the similarity between texts can be computed
using any vector based method such as Cosine similarity, Jaccard Similarity Coefficient and
Euclidean Distance.
Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF)
The TF-IDF calculates how many times a term occurs in a given text. When we are looking at a
document, the number of times a given term occurs in a single document is called the term
frequency [34].
To understand TF-IDF let us see TF and IDF separately. TF or term frequency is the frequency a
term appears in a given document. The term frequency of term t in document d can then be defined
as equation 14:

TF,1 =

5,
|1|

-

Where, n,1 -is frequency of the term t in the document d

-

|d| the size of the document d

(14)
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However, using only TF alone do not provide relevant result as all terms are considered to be
equally important. However, inverse document frequency shown in Equation 2balance the inflated
weight assigned to frequently appearing terms in the documents and increases the weight of terms
that only occurs rarely. 15
IDF = log

||

(15)

<s|d:: ∈1 e|

Where,
-

|D| is number of documents in the document set; |dj: t  ∈ d e| -is the number of

documents where the term t  appears.
Finally the TF-IDF (equation 16) will be:
TF-IDF=TFt,d *IDFi =

nt,d
|D|

*log

|D|
1+|dj:ti ∈di e|

(16)

Cosine Similarity
One of the standard way of quantifying the similarity between two documents A and B is to
compute the angle that separate the vectors representing the texts which are done using cosine
similarity method. The cosine similarity between documents A and B is dot product of the vectors
A and B divided by the Multiplication of the magnitude of vector A with magnitude of vector B
and it is formalized as follows:
cos(A, B) =

# .

|#|.||

∈ [0,1]

(17)

Where,
-

A and Bare m-dimensional vectors over the term setT = dt1, . . . , tme. Each dimension
represents a term with its weight in the document, which is non-negative.

As a result, the cosine similarity is non-negative and bounded between [0,1].
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Jaccard Similarity Coefficient
Jaccard similarity coefficient is a similarity measure that compares the similarity between two
feature sets. When it is applied to measuring similarity between pair of texts, , it is defined as the
ratio number of words/terms shared by both text over the number of terms in both texts and it is
formalized as follows:
Jaccard A, B = |#∪|
|#∩|

(18)

Euclidean Distance
Euclidean distance is a standard metric for geometrical problems and widely used in clustering
problems, including clustering text. It is a distance between two points and can be easily measured
through two-dimensional or three-dimensional space. For a given two points, the Euclidean
distance approach returns the distance between those points excluding the direction information
existing in the vector based methods. Euclidean distance examines the root of square differences
between the coordinated of the pairs in the vectors x and y. Given two documents  and
 represented by their term vectors 
 and  respectively, the Euclidean distance of the two

documents is defined using equation 6:


 + = ∑
 ,  =  *
, 
;< |, − , |

</

,

(19)

Where,
•
•

the term set is  = d< , . . . ,  e

, term weight value calculated using TF-IDF

3.4.1.2 Edit Distance
String Edit Distance measures the similarity between two strings based on the number of edit
operation applied to transform first string into the second. Hamming and Levenshtein are among
the most know edit distance algorithms. Edit distance definition and number and type of actions
depend on the algorithm being chosen to calculate the edit distance.
The Hamming Distance takes two strings of equal length and calculates the number of positions
at the places where the characters are different [35]. It calculates the least number of substitutions
needed to transform one string into another. Hamming is mostly used in error-correcting codes in
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the fields like telecommunication, cryptography and coding theory. It finds out where the
difference is within the two strings.
On the other hand, is Levenshtein Edit Distance allows not only substitution but also insertion and
elimination of characters. Levenshtein is perfect to run for finding the similarity on small strings
[35].
3.4.2

Semantic Text Similarity Measure

Unlike the classical text similarity approaches, Semantic Similarity methods compute similarity
using concepts extracted from the text to computing the similarity between concepts. It uses
semantic knowledge - ontology during computation.
3.4.2.1 Semantic Knowledge
A semantic knowledge is a semantic network which is composed of a collection of nodes
representing concepts and edge representing a semantic relationship between the concepts.
WordNet is a publicly available lexical database developed by Princeton University [8]. In
WordNet 3.0, there are 206941 words across 117659 SynSets. SynSet represents collection of
synonyms words/terms that describes the same fact. Each SynSets has a gloss that defines the
concept of the word. Each of these SynSets relates to other SynSets in various semantic relations.
WordNet divides the lexicon into five categories also knows as Part Of Speech (POS): Nouns,
Verbs, Adjectives, Adverbs and Function verbs.

Figure 3-1Fragment of WordNet taxonomy generated by our prototype tool
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Semantic Relations
Concepts in the semantic knowledge are related with semantic relations. These relations are
represented as a pointer or edge connecting the concepts in the given network.
The most popular and known semantic relations that exist in WordNet knowledge-base are:
•

Synonym (≡): two expressions are synonymous if the substitution of one for the other
never changes the truth value of a sentence in which the substitution is made or
semantically identical. Example in Figure: Israel, State of Israel, Yisrael, Zion, and
Sion are synonyms.

•

Antonym (Ω): The antonym of an expression is its negation. Antonym of a word x is
sometimes not-x, but this definition cannot be generalized. Antonymy is a lexical
relation between word forms and it is symmetric. Example: black and White or
whiteness.

•

Hyponym (≺): x is said to be a hyponymy of y if logically is true and accept when the
sentence constructed as “An x is a (kind of) y.” It can also be identified as the
subordination relation. Example in: Israel is a hyponymy of country, state, land.

•

Hypernym (≻) x is said to be a Hypernym of y if logicallyis true and accept when the
sentence constructed as “An x has a (has kind of) y.” It can also be identified as the
super-ordination relation. Example in Figure 3-1: country, state and land with Israel.
Note that, if Y is a Hypernym of X if every X is a Y or Y is a Hyponym of X if every
Y is a X. This means if we take Figure 3-1 Error! Reference source not found.as an
example: concept “Israel” which is Hyponym of “country” and “state” concepts itself
is the Hypernym of any country “Israel”.

•

Meronym (≪): x is said to be a Meronym of y if logically is true and accept when the
sentence constructed as “An x is part (Member Of, Substance Of, Component Of etc.
of) y.” It can also be identified as the part-whole relation, and is generally known as
PartOf (also etc.) relation. Example in Figure 3-1 “Israel: is Part of “Middle East,
Mideast, and Near East”.

•

Holonym (≫): x is said to be a Hypernym of y if logically is true and accept when the
sentence constructed as “An x Has Part (HasMember, HasSubstance, HasComponent,
etc. of) y.” For example Figure 3-1: “Middle East” Has Part (a country) called “Israel”.
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Note that, Y is a Holonym of X if X is part of Y or Y is a Meronym of X. This refers
to things being part of others. For example; “Israel” is a Meronym of “Middle East”
and “Soma Mideast” is Holonym of “Israel”.
3.4.2.2 Semantic Similarity Measures
Semantic similarity approach can be categorized into two - Distance-based approaches and
Content-based approaches. These approaches give a very high-level indication on how early
researchers approached the problem. However, the authors in [36] proposes a new and better
solution called Maximum Enclosure similarity, based on the ratio of the number of shared
concepts in the global semantic neighborhood of each concept and the cardinality of the global
semantic neighborhood of the second concept.
In the next three sub-sections, we assess the semantic similarity approaches that are categorized
into three: distance-based, information content-based approaches and Enclosure Similarity.
3.4.2.2.1 Distance-based Similarity Approaches
The distance based approaches measure similarity between concepts based on the length of the
paths between the two concepts in the semantic network. The shorter the distance, the more related
the two concepts are.
Distance is usually obtained from the graph-like structure Knowledge base, like WordNet
semantic dictionary. Rada & Bicknell [37], Leacock and Chodorow [38] and Wu and Palmer
[39]are the most common distance-based algorithms.
The easiest similarity measure is proposed by Rada & Bicknell [37]. The similarity between
ConceptsC1 and C2is obtained counting the minimum number of edges between the concepts.


¡¢

£< , £ = ¤¥¦§ℎ £< , £

(20)

Where, - ¤¥¦§ℎ*£< , £ + is the length between£< , £ .
For
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Figure 3-2 Path-based approach shows LCS, depth of the taxonomy and length

Leacock and Chodorow [38] is another approach and it is obtained by measuring the shortest path
between the two concepts (using node-counting) and the maximum depth of the taxonomy. The
similarity of two concepts C1 and C2 is obtained:


®¯ *£< ,

£ + = −©«§ ∗´°µ³
®°±²³

(21)

Where:
•

Length is the length of paths between the concepts and

•

Depth: the longest depth to the concepts

For example in Figure 3-2


®¯

ªℎ«¬, « © = − ©«§

3
1
= = 0.6
2×6 4
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Wu and Palmer also use the idea of depth in their equation. The Wu & Palmer [39] calculates
similarity by considering the depths of the two concepts, along with the depth of the LCS (Lowest
Common Subsume) where the concepts are related with the hypernyms semantic relationship type.
The Wu and Palmer similarity between concepts £< ¦¸£ is obtained:


¹º

£< , £

=

×®¯»´°µ³

®°±²³s×®¯»´°µ³

(22)

Where, Length is the length of the path between the concepts
-

Depth is the longest depth to the concepts

-

LCS Depth is the depth to the lowest common subsume.

For example, based on Figure 3-2:


¹º

ªℎ«¬, « © =

2×4
= 0.72.
3+2×4

3.4.2.2.2 Information-based Approaches
Information-based method takes into account how much information the two words or concepts
share. The more information the two words or concepts share, the more similar the two words are.
For example, WordNet is a tree structure and similarity can be measured using the number of
nodes that both words share.
In Resnik [40] the similarity score of two concepts in an IS-A taxonomy equals the information
content value of their lowest common subsume (LCS). And it is donated as:


¡°½

£< , £ , = ¾£ ®¯»

(23)

Where, ¾£ ®¯» is the information content of their LCS of£< ¦¸£ and Information content (IC)
of a concept C is computed as negative log likelihood using the probability theory.
Jiang and Conrath extended Resnik’s idea to include the distance between the concepts and the
lowest common subsumer [41]. The similarity value returned by the Jiang and Conrath measure
is:

¿£ £< , £ = ¾£ £< + ¾£ £ − 2 ∗ ¾£ £®¯»

(24)

Where:
•

IC(x) is the information content of x.
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Lin begins with Jiang’s hypothesis and uses the universal measure from information theory instead
[42]. The similarity value returned by the Lin measure is:
¤¦ < ,  =

À¯ ÁÂÃÄ

À¯ ÁÅ sÀ¯ ÁÆ

(25)

Where:
•

IC(x) is the information content of x.

All three of these measures use the same idea, which is adding the probability of a word appearing
in a corpus. The difference is in the equations. An algorithm depending on the amount of shared
information indicates an information-based approach.
3.4.2.2.3 Enclosure Similarity
The above Distance and Information based semantic based similarity approaches are only consider
the Is-A semantic relation. Getahun et.al [5] introduce a new similarity approach called Enclosure
similarity. Enclosure similarity considers synonymy, hyponymy and meronymy (IS-A, Part-Of,
Member-Of, Instance-Of and Substance-Of) semantic relations.
The concept similarity measure proposed in [5] is based on the function of the number of shared
and different concepts and it considers their global semantic neighborhoods.
Given a Knowledge Base KB and a threshold, the authors defined the Global semantic

neighborhoods of a concept Ci is defined ÇÈÉ,Ê £Ë as “set of concepts generated from semantic
neighborhood defined with the synonymy, hyponymy and meronymy semantic relations
altogether within the same threshold”.
It is formalized as follows:

Í
ÇÈÉ,¢ £Ë = ⋃Í∈d≡,≺,≪e ÇÈÉ
£Ë

(26)

Where:
•
•

d is threshold value,

r is semantic relation Ï ∈ dÐ¦«¦Ð Ñ ≡ , ÒÐ¬«¦Ó Ð ≺ ¦¸Ô¥Ï«nÐ Ð ≪e

semantic relations.
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Note that, a threshold value is the number of path length separating two concepts in Knowledge
base.
Based on [5], semantic based similarity/relatedness between two texts can be measured as follows:
Given a text T (i.e., phrase, sentence, etc.), its Concept Set denoted as
£  = d£< , £< , … , £ e

Where:
•

Ci represents a concept related to at least a word in T

Concept Ci is obtained by after applying text pre-processing techniques such as stop words
removal, stemming, tokenization (c.f section text pre-processing 3.2).
Therefore the Text T, which contains m concepts can be described as the follows:
 = d£< , £< , … , £ e

(27)

Given two texts T1 and T2 and their corresponding Concept Set CS (T1) and CS (T2), vector space
model is used to represent distinct concepts as axis, together with their associated weighted score
Ë of each text Ti in an n-dimensional space.

 = 〈£< , < 〉, 〈£ ,  〉, … , 〈£ ,  〉, … , 〈£± , ± 〉
Õ

(28)

Where wm is the weight score associated to concept Cm ∈ £ < ∪ £  , 1≤ m, n and

n=|£ < ∪£  |.

The weight of a concept  in vector is 1 if concept Ù is member of the Concept Set CS of the

other anchor text Ú where j is 1 or 2. The weights are calculated as follows:
 = Û

1
ÜÙ ∈ £ 
Ý ª ÙË , ÙÚ
«ℎ¥ÏÑe

(29)

Where, ES refers to the Enclosure Similarity, which is computed as the ratio of shared concepts
of the global semantic neighborhood of the concepts over the number of concepts in the
neighborhood of the second concept. It is formalized as follows: text:
ª ÙË , ÙÚ =

|Þßà,á ¯â ∩Þßà,á *¯ã +|
|Þßà,á *¯ã +|

(30)
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After the weights are computed the similarity between the two texts Ë and Ú is calculated by the
following equation:

< , Õ
 + =
¥ ä¥© Ç< , Ç = £«Ñ*Õ



åÅ .å
Æ


|å
|×|å
Å
Æ|

∈ [0,1]

(31)

Its result is the dot product of the vectors ÕË and ÕÚ over the product of the magnitude of each
vector.

3.5

Xml Document Similarity Measure

XML is used mostly to express and exchange data among enterprise applications usually machine
to machine communication. It has become the standard language for data transmission and
exchanging on the Internet. As a matter of fact, most web-based applications deal with web data
by translating them into XML format. Recently most of commercial database systems (Oracle,
IBM DB2) provide tools to deliver information in XML format and to store XML data [43].
Moreover, due to the increase number of XML documents on the Web, there is an increasing need
to automatically process those structurally rich documents for information retrieval, similarity
clustering, and search applications.
Since, News Feed items are XML files, an interesting approach in relation to this thesis work is,
to efficiently store and retrieve XML documents is based on grouping together similar XML
documents. Therefore, a good management of XML content has become a main research issue in
order to get relevant and unduplicated information [43]. Among those researches, measuring
similarity between XML documents has been broadly studied; for example in text document
searching, document clustering, copy or plagiarism detection, text document retrieval, filtering,
categorization [43], and News Item similarity [5].
It is common to measure the similarity between XML documents by considering their structures
(structure-based approach), contents (content based approach) or utilize both structure and content
information which is called Hybrid-based approach.
3.5.1

Structured-based

According to [44,45], each XML document has both a logical and a physical structure. Logically,
the document is composed of declarations, elements, comments, character references, and
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instructions. These components are indicated in the document have their own markup. Physically,
the document is composed of units called entities. An entity may refer to other entities to cause
their contribution in the document. A document begins in a root or document entity.
Measuring structural similarity between XML documents has become a key component in various
applications, including XML mining, schema matching, and web service discovery, News Feed
clustering and merging, etc. Structure of XML documents has many models such as: tree based
model, map based model, path based model and so on. The main purpose of XML structure
analysis is to measure the structure similarity of XML documents [46]. According to [47] and [48],
the following are among the most common structure similarity algorithms:
•

Tree Edit Distance (TED) Similarity: Measures the minimum number of edit
operation need to transform the structure of one XML document into the other.

•

Tag similarity: Measures how closely the set of tags match between two XML
documents. Documents that use a similar set of tags will likely have a similar schema.
The tag sets of the two documents can be compared to measure their overlap.

•

Edge matching: It combines the simple node (tag) matching technique by estimating
similarity between two XML documents based on their matching nodes.

•

Path similarity: XML documents are compared with respect to their corresponding
sets of paths: the more paths two XML documents share in common, the more similar
they are.

•

Fourier Transform: It computes the similarity by extracting the sequence of start tags
and end tags from the documents, and convert the tag sequence to a sequence of
numbers to represent the structure of the documents. The number sequence is then
viewed as a time series and Fourier transform is applied to convert the data into a set
of frequencies. The similarity between two documents is computed in the frequency
domain by taking the difference in magnitudes of the two signals.

•

XML/DTD similarity: it is a method for measuring the structural similarity between
an XML document and a DTD (Document Type Definition) grammar by taking into
account the level (i.e. depth), in which the elements occur in the hierarchical structure
of the XML and DTD tree representations. Elements at higher levels are considered
more relevant, in the comparison process, than those at lower levels.
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3.5.2

Content-based

The content of the XML documents refers to the textual data [49]. In content based approach, the
text view of the XML documents is main source for measurement, without assigning any special
significance to the tags or the structural information. Previously content based can be measured
using the classical text based similarity measure and recently semantic similarity based content
was introduced.
3.5.3

Hybrid

Even though the contents of the XML document play major role in classifying XML documents,
it has limitations in distinguish the differences involved in the structure of the XML documents.
Recently, researchers showed the importance of combining structure and content [7], [50], [7] and
[51] in measuring similarity value. Therefore, a hybrid approach for XML documents combines
the structural and content similarity values.
In recent years, there have been some works on integrating semantic and structural similarity in
the XML comparison process. For instance, authors of [52] introduce a combined
structural/semantic XML similarity approach integrating IR semantic similarity assessment in a
traditional Edit Distance algorithm. They consider the various semantic relations encompassed in
a given reference taxonomy/ontology (e.g. WordNet) while comparing XML documents.
In [53] tag similarity (synonyms and stems) is used instead of tag syntactic equality for measuring
XML documents. In [52] the authors proposed an integrated semantic and structure based XML
similarity approach, taking into account the semantic meaning of XML element/attribute labels in
XML document comparison.

3.6

Summary

Text-based similarity measure is about measuring two or more strings with each other to find out
how similar they are. It is categorized as classical text similarity measure and semantic based
similarity measure. Classical text similarity may include Vector Space Model and Edit Distance.
On the other hand semantic based similarity measure uses Knowledge Base during computation.
One of the most common semantic networks is WordNet, which is composed of collection of
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concepts also called SynSet related with semantic relations (such as: Synonym, Hyponym,
Hypernym, Meronym, etc…).
Semantic similarity measures can be categorized into Distance-based, content based and Enclosure
similarity approaches. Distance-based approaches measure the length of the path between two
words; Information-based method takes into account how much information the two words or
concepts share within a restricted IS-A semantic relationship; Enclosure similarity takes into
account several semantic relations Is-A, Synonym, Hyponym and Meronym together.
As RSS/Atom feed formats are XML file format, the different kinds of XML similarity
measurement methods discussed in Section 3.2 have been used to measure similarity between two
News items.
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CHAPTER FOUR
LINK-BASED RSS NEWS ITEMS SIMILARITY MEASURE
4

4.1

NEWS SIMILARITY

Introduction

In this Chapter, we introduce the Link-based similarity measurement framework shown in Figure
4-1 Our Framework is composed of three main and interacting components: Related link set
extractor, Link Similarity evaluator, and Text Similarity evaluator.
The approach accepts two news items as input and extracts the link sub-element as entry point to
the actual news.
The related link set extractor component accepts a web page as input and returns the set of anchor
elements/ links (outgoing links) citied in that page. This component returns only those anchor
elements which are relevant and related to the original page.
Link Similarity component computes the similarity between two links. The similarity is computed
after identifying the concepts existing in the URL and anchor text. Once the concepts are identified
semantic based text similarity between the links is computed using the text similarity method
proposed in [5].

RSS Link-base Similarity Measure
Text Prepreprocessor

Parser

Web Feeds

Related link set
Extractor
<RSS>

Link Similarity
URL and anchor text
extractor

Similarity Score

Text similarity Measure
Vector space
builder

Enclosure
Similarity Module

Knowledge

Figure 4-1: Overview of link based news feed similarity measure framework
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4.2

Preliminaries

In addition to news feed link sub-element, our similarity measure also considers related news links
of each news page, at different depths of the web graph. In hyperlink analysis, researches represent
the web as graph in which nodes represent pages and edges corresponds to hyperlinks connecting
nodes of the graph [13], [12], [54], and [55].
Adopting this principle, we use the link sub-element of each input news articles as the root node
of the graph and determine its degree of similarity with another link sub-element of another News
article by extracting related links at different depth of the web graph.
4.2.1

Rooted Ordered Tree

A rooted ordered tree T is a set of nodes denoted as dæ, çè e, where r is the root and çè è  é … ê
are ordered elements and immediate children of r, and each represent an element/sub-tree of r
rooted atçè .
Item

title

link

guide

Assange seeking http://www.bbc. http://www.bbc.co.uk/
co.uk/news/uk- news/ukEcuador asylum
18514726#sa18514726

ns_mchannel=rss&am
p;ns_source=PublicRS
S20-sa

description

pubDate

Wikileaks founder
Julian Assange is
seeking political
asylum at Ecuador's
London embassy, the
country's foreign
minister says.

Tue, 19 Jun 2012
19:33:44 GMT

Page1:Wikileaks’ Julian Assange seeks asylum
in Ecuador embassy
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-18446295

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-18414670

Page11:Assange loses extradition plea

Page12:Assange attempts to reopen appeal
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-18261670

Page13: The Supreme Court's judgment

Figure4-2 Ordered rooted tree
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News providers publish news items enclosed in a channel C. A news item Ii in C is a short
summary of a news page Pi whose address is stored in sub-element of Ii called link. It is likely that
the page Pi stores address of set of related news pages.
Figure4-2 shows ordered label tree representing sample RSS news items extracted from BBC.
This news item contains the address of the actual source news page (Page1) in the link element.
The Page1 contains the hyperlink to Page11 and Page12 as related and Page12 contains hyperlink to
Page13.
4.2.2

Link Graph

A graph G is a data structure having three components: a vertex set V(G), an edge set E(G), and a
relation that associated to each edge connecting two vertices called its endpoints[56].

Each edge is an ordered pair of nodes Ó, ë representing a directed connection from u to v, if and
only if page u contains a hyperlink to page v. We call this directed graph of the link graph G. In

directed graph the out-degree of a node Ó is the number of distinct paths Ó, ë< . . . Ó, ëÈ (i.e.,
the number of links from u), and the in-degree is the number of distinct paths ë< , Ó . . . ëì , Ó

(i.e., the number of links to u).

A path is a sequence of distinctive vertices connected by edges. A path from node Ó to node ë is
a sequence of paths Ó, Ó< , Ó< , Ó , . . . Óì , ë .

On the other hand an undirected graph is the same with directed graph, except that, there is an
edge between Ó and ë if there is a link between Ó andë, without regard to whether the link points
from Ó to ë or the other way around. The degree of a node Ó is the number of edges incident toÓ.

4.3

News Feed Link Sub-Elements

A news feed exists in either RSS or Atom format and each has different versions. These two feed
format have different structures caused by the use of different tag names in representing related
information. However, the sub-element <link> is common in both versions
The content of this element is used as entry point to access the actual news containing set of anchor
elements. The anchor element in the news contains the address/hyperlink of pages which are cited
as they are related to the container news.
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4.4

URL and Anchor Concept Set Extractor

Anchor element in an html contains hyperlink/URL that contains address of a resource it is
pointing to textual information that semantically describes the resource.
The URL in a news page is used to refer to another news page, news section, news article, person,
or perhaps a location profile. Related links inside News page are sometimes called a
recommendation links suggested by the news writer and they attract the user to get more
information about that specific clicked News. Therefore, in addition to the link element, these
outgoing links together with their corresponding anchor text information is considered in our
similarity measure. The URL contains set of concepts that describe the information embedded in
the path and similarly the anchor text contains information that describes the resource.
Online News providers such as BBC, ABC News and CNN usually store related News in the same
subdirectory.
For example, http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-us-canada-18128995.shtml contains about
directories where the information is stored (News) and additional information that describe the
content of the resource pointed by the link (world-us-canada). Thus, there is a need to extract
concepts embedded in URL and anchor text as well. Algorithm 4-1 is accept a text representing
either URL or anchor text as input and returns list of concepts extracted from it. The algorithm
pre-process the text (ignoring stop words – it include domain name, URL file name extensions,
numerical values, separating characters or symbols, , less relevant words, etc); map each term in
the pre-process text into concept representing it referring the knowledge base KB.
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Algorithm 4-1: Concept Extractor
1

Input:
Str : String // describe either URL or anchor text

2

Variable:
C: Concept
terms: set // list of words

3

Output:
Concepts: Set //set of concepts extracted from the text

4

Begin

5

terms= Pre-process (str)

6

For each w in terms

7

C = MapWord2Concept (w, KB)
// map the word into the concept that contains the it

8

Concept.add(C)// add the concept to concept set

9

Next

10

Return concept

11

4.5

End

Related Link Set Extractor

In addition to news feed link sub-element, our similarity measure also considers related news links
of each news page, at different depths of the web graph. In web hyperlink analysis area, most
researches have been using links by considering the web to be a graph data structure, where pages
form nodes and hyperlinks form edges between the nodes of the graph [13], [12], [54], and [55].
Therefore, we treat the link sub-element of each input news articles as a graph root node and
determine its degree of similarity with another link sub-element of another News article by
extracting related links at different depth of the web graph.
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Therefore, after obtaining each Link item and construct the Link graph it is easy to study the links
and compute the similarity. In our case each node contains URL and anchor text information
together.
Given two News Feeds their link sub-elements will be the root link node of their respective graph.
Traverse through the link graph top to bottom to obtain set of links which are connected to the
root links either directly or indirectly. These links are extracted following the next steps:
1. Start from the root of the graph, visit the page pointed by the edge and extract the content
of the web page using Pasternack and Roth algorithm [57].
2. Exclude large amount of less informative and typically unrelated material such as
navigation menus, forms, user comments, and advertisements.
3. Extract only links and their anchor text inside the HTML document.
4. Extract recommended and related links together with their anchor text information. Notice
that there is neither standard followed by web site designers nor fixed position that that
contains related links.
5. Apply training data in order to trace container elements such as <div>and extract the
textual concepts from each link set and their anchor text.
Therefore, we use the term level (depth) to represent different sets of nodes:
•

Nodes in level-zero only contain the starting points corresponding to root links which is
the URL of the link sub-element of the RSS/Atom news feed.

•

Nodes in level-one are nodes cited by level-zero nodes only.

•

Nodes in level-two are nodes cited by nodes in level-one, but not by nodes in level-zero
and so on.

Note that, in terms of edges, we say that edge e is in level-n if one endpoint of e is in level-n and
the other endpoint is in level n-1.

4.6

Link and Semantic Based Similarity Measure

Our similarity score values for any two given News feeds Çí< and Çí reflect how closely the
two News feeds are similar based on their link element information. In this work, in order to
measure the similarity between URLs and anchor texts we adopt the text similarity measure of [5].
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Definition1: [Hyperlink Element]
A link or hyperlink is a simple element6 containing the address/URL of an outgoing page and also
an optional anchor text.
Example: <a href = "http://www.reuters.com/places/south-korea">Human rights lawyer Moon
sets South Korean presidential bid</a>
The content of the anchor element is the content of the href attribute (i.e., URL text “places/southkorea” describing places in South Korea) and the anchor text that summarizes the page pointed by
the URL.
Definition 2: [Item Similarity]
Given two news items Ii and Ij, the similarity in between is computed as the average similarity of
their corresponding sub-elements.
Definition 3: [Text Similarity]
Given two strings T1 and T2, their similarity denoted as TextSimilarity (T1, T2) is computed using
the cosine of the vectors representing each text.
To each text, the vector contains set of distinct terms/words with associated weight. The weight
of a term in a text is computed using enclosure similarity measure proposed in [5].
Definition 4: [Hyperlink Similarity]
Given two outgoing hyperlinks pi and pk, their similarity denoted as Sim(pi, pk) is computed as the
weighted sum of text similarity between their corresponding link and anchor elements. It is
formalized as:


¬Ë , ¬ì = î¥Ý ©ÏÐ ¬Ë . ©¦ï, ¬ì . ©¦ï + 1 − î
× ¥Ý ©ÏÐ ¬Ë . ¦Ùℎ«Ï, ¬ì . ¦Ùℎ«Ï

(32)

Where,

6

An XML element without a child is simple element otherwise it is complex or composite element
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4.7

-

î ∈ 0,1is a weight value reflecting the importance of link in comparison to anchor.

-

pi. link returns the content of the hyperlink element

-

pi. anchor returns the anchor text of the hyperlink

Link-based Item Similarity

One of the known approaches in computing similarity between complex elements is aggregating
the similarity between sub-elements enclosed in it which are computed aggregating the similarity
between their corresponding components – tag names and textual contents.
In this work, we compute the similarity by aggregating the similarity between link elements at
different levels.
Definition 5: [Link Similarity]
Given two news items Ii and Ij, each represented as a graph, and depth d, the link similarity denoted
as LinkSim is computed following the steps presented in Algorithm 4-2 and formalized in equation
33:

ó¥Ý ©ÏÐ*Ë . ©¦ï, Ú . ©¦ï+ ¸ = 0
ö
ñ
∑ù
úøÅ ∑÷øÅ %$ Tô ,Tõ
d=1
¤¦ïÑ *Ë , Ú , ¸+ =
0Q5
ò
∑
ôøÅ 56%$* ,û , +
ñ
d>1
ð
1

(33)

The algorithm accepts two news items and a depth d as inputs. At a depth of Zero, only link
elements of the items are used to compute the similarity and it comes down to measuring the text
similarity between link elements as shown in line 9to 11.
Otherwise, before computing the link similarity all outgoing hyperlink or link of each news items
at depth d is extracted. The outgoing links are set of related news items cited in the source page at

a given depth d which are extracted using the maximum segmentation algorithm of Pasternack

and Roth[57] (as shown in Line 12-13 and detailed in Section 4.4).
At the Depth (level) of one, the link similarity is computed as the average of link similarity

between outgoing of news item l with each outgoing hyperlink of the news iteml: as shown in
lines14-21. Otherwise, the similarity is computed as the aggregate of the link similarity at depth
run between 1 and d as shown in line 23-27.
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Algorithm 4-2: Link Similarity
Input:
1.
2.
3.

i , i: : item
d : integer

KB : Semantic Knowledge
Variables:

4.

n, m: integer

5.

LinkSimSum: Decimal

6.

Count: Integer

7.

Pi[], Pj[]: String //contains outgoing links
Output:

8.

LinkSim: Decimal
Begin

9.

If(d==0)then

LinkSim = TextSimilarity*i . link, i: . link+

10.
11.
12.

Else
Pi[]=ExtractRelatedOutgoingLink(ii, d)
// n is the no of such links at level d

13.

Pj[]= ExtractRelatedOutgoingLink(ij, d)
// m is the no of such links at level d

14.
15.

If (d==1)then
For l=1 to n

16.

For k =1 to m

17.

LinkSimSum += sim(Pi[l], Pj[k])

18.

If (LinkSimSum>0) count ++

19.

Next

20.

Next

21.

LinkSim = LinkSimSum / count

22.
23.

Else
For j=1 to d
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24.

LinkSimSum += LinkSim(Ii, Ij,j)

25.

Next

26.

Linksim = LinkSimSum / d

27.

End If

28.

End If

29.

Return Linksim
End

Definition 6: [Combined Item Similarity]
The combined similarity between items is computed as the average similarity between news items
computed using title and description sub-elements (as presented in [5]) and the link similarity
computed using Algorithm 4-2. It is formalized as follows:
ComSemRel i< , i =

$E$ /&3 Å ,Æ st56%$* ,û ,1+


(34)

Where Item Similarity is computed following the approach presented [5] as the average similarity
between their corresponding sub-elements as formalized as follows:
ItemSem i< , i =

4.8

 $5E$ /&3* ,û +
|Å |×|Æ |

∀ e ∈ i< ∀e ∈ i

(35)

Computational Complexity

The computational complexity of our LinkSim algorithms are identified using the worst case
analysis and using the RAM machine. The computation is dependent on the number of links in
each source (X and Y) and the time complexity of computing text similarity. It comes down to the
following basic parts:

O LinkSim = O*x × y × O TextSimilarity +

= O x × y × n × m × n0 × d

Where
-

X is number of out-going links in the first source- page

-

Y is the number of out-going links in the second source - page

-

O TextSimilarity - the worst case time complexity needed to compute text similarity.
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According to [36], the time complexity of text similarity measure depends on the number of
concepts extracted from the two texts, n and m, the maximum number of words per a concept, nc,

and the depth, d , in the knowledge Base. It is denoted as: O TR = O n × m × n0 × d

Therefore, the complexity of computing link similarity depends highly on the text similarity and
link sets of each links

4.9

Summary

In this chapter we have presented a link-based similarity measure for a dedicated to news feeds.
Our measure considers only link sub element of news feed XML file and its related outgoing links.
It is computed first by extracting related hyperlink from a news page, and then it constructs the
link graph for each News feed; finally it applies the Semantic Relatedness similarity measure. The
proposed measure can be easily computed by specifying the Level (depth) of the graph, the
threshold value between concepts.
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CHAPTER FIVE
PROTOTYPE & EXPERIMENTATION
5

5.1

EXPERIMENTAL

Introduction

In this Chapter, we present the set of experiments conducted to validate our proposed approach.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.1, we present development tool and
techniques. In Section 5.2, we present the user interface of our prototype. In Section 5.3, we
present the dataset and text pre-processing techniques used in the experiment. Section 5.4 presents
Evaluation methods followed by experimental results in Section 5.5. Finally, we summarize the
Chapter in Section 5.6.

5.2

Architecture of the Prototype

The tool developed to validate our proposal is a desktop application developed with C#. Our tool
uses the desktop RSS aggregator, RSSOwl, to download news feed from the net and use it as
source for our RSS news items similarity approach.
The main components of the link similarity tool are:
•

Knowledge Base– a WordNet2.1 7 lexical taxonomy, exploited in evaluating text
similarity. We have extended the WordNet.Net [58], an open-source .NET framework
library for WordNet, developed by .Malcolm Crowe and Troy Simpson.

•

RSSOwl8is a Microsoft Windows desktop RSS aggregator for managing (add, edit,
remove) feeds from any source. It is used to save selected information in various
formats for offline viewing and sharing. We use RSSOwl to collect news feeds for our
experiment.

7

http://wordnetcode.princeton.edu/2.1/

8

http://www.rssowl.org/
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•

The Similarity component is responsible to compute the similarity a pair of texts,
hyperlinks or links. It measures similarity after

i) Pre-processing text values
ii) generating a vector for each text,
iii) computing the similarity between words/concepts, texts, using the Enclosure Semantic
Measure component
iv) computing the similarity between items
2. Graphical User interface component allows a user to visualize the WordNet knowledge
base in graphical format, enter two sample hyperlinks to be compared; enter inputs for
computing semantic similarity between words, texts, hyperlinks, and items. A sample
query interface is discussed in Section 5.3.

5.3

User Interface

The user interface developed for our system has four tabs – semantic neighborhood, word
similarity, text similarity and link based items similarity respectively. These tabs help the user to
interact with the different similarity computation services. Each tab provides the user with options
of selecting threshold value and viewing the final score of the request.
Error! Reference source not found. shows the semantic neighborhood of ‘Arab’ within with a
threshold value of ‘4’. The nodes in the figure represent concepts and the edges represent the
semantic relationship existing between the content nodes. The concept of Arab is related with
other concepts with Is Kind Of and Member Of semantic relationships.

Error! Reference source not found.The second tab computes enclosure similarity between pair of
words/terms or concepts and displays their similarity score. Figure 5-1 shows the similarity score
of car and ambulance at threshold value =1.
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Figure 5-1 Enclosure similarity of Word/Term or concept
The third tab computes semantic similarity of any two given texts using Enclosure similarity and
displays their similarity score. Figure 5-2shows the similarity score between news title “Egypt
Elections: Second Round of Parliamentary Vote” and “Egyptians Vote in New Round of
Parliamentary Elections” at a threshold value of “1”. The table in the figure shows the vector space
generated for each text with associated weight value.

Figure 5-2 Text similarity
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The fourth tab has an interface that enables the user to compute the similarity between pair of
news feeds using their title, description and link elements as content descriptor. Finally it shows a
similarity scores value.
For example: Figure 5-4shows two two news feeds extracted from BBC and Press
Release(PR)Web9 Sports. The similarity in between is computed using their “title”, “description”,
“link” elements as descriptor within a threshold of 2 and the result is shown in.

Figure 5-3 News feed similarity measure for a given two news feeds from PRweb and BBC

5.4

Data Collection and Experimentation

Data is collected from different News sources using RSSOwl. For our similarity measures, we
created collection of News feeds. In this collection we select 50 News Feed pairs. These paired
news feeds are selected randomly and they may relate or unrelated.

9www.prweb.com/
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5.4.1

Data Preprocessing

Data preprocessing describes any type of processing performed on raw data to prepare it for
another processing procedure. It transforms the data into a format that will be more easily and
effectively processed for the purpose of the user.
Before modeling the content of the input text, a cleaning step is performed to remove stop-words,
and stem available words using C# code includes different codes for text preprocessing such us:
•

Trim- remove white space before and after the concept;

•

URL validation- check for valid URL and return texts after the main word

•

Number and symbol (wild cards characters) remover- since we are only concerned
with words and terms, we remove numbers and wild cards from the given text.

•

Stemmer(Porter’s stemmer algorithm) [31]

•

Stop-word removal taken from [59] and a complete file can be found in [60].

During examining and performing pre-experimentation tasks we found some interesting problems
that may decrease our experimentation result.
While we perform text pre-processing techniques, many interesting concepts were found. For
example, the lack of a complete stemming algorithm to compute a term “dies” and “flies”. It
returns “di” and “fli” instead of “die” and “fly” respectively.
Secondly, Because of the related news links extracted from pages such as CNN website are
generated automatically, it is difficult to retrieve the HTML source code online for related stories.
As a result, our tool can’t able to read them. This would decrease the percentage accuracy of the
link similarity score for depth different from zero. Finally, we found that WordNet is not complete
enough in describing all terms and concepts. For instance, the Meronymies of Ethiopia are “Addis
Ababa, New Flower, capital of Ethiopia, Lake Tana and Lake Tsana”. However, there are a lot of
place in Ethiopia that are not included in the dictionary. As a result of this the similarity value
might goes down.

5.5

Evaluation Method

In this Section, we describe our evaluation of the similarity performance. The objective of the set
of experiments conducted in this Section is to show only the effectiveness of the approach. To
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measure effectiveness, we show first how link item of a News feed is effective in measuring
similarity. To evaluate our approach, we have developed a test method and built a test
environment.
The scores we are going to analyze are as follows:
•

News Similarity computation using only the content of title sub-element. News feed
titles usually contain the most important information about the actual content.

•

News Similarity computation using only description/summary sub-element News feed
description or summary usually contain the first sentences of the actual content.

•

News Similarity computation using only link sub-element News feed link usually
contain a URL to the actual content. We also consider news feed similarity based on
their outgoing related links at a depth of one and two.

•

News Similarity computation using combination of title, description and link subelements at a given depth zero and one.

5.6

Experiment Results and Discussions

Based on previously proposed method, we run set of experiments on 50 pair of news feeds and
computed the similarity score using title, description, linkSim, combination of title and description
(ItemSim), “title, description, link” (titleDescLinkSim)and level one link similarity (Level1Link)
Then, we compared the average similarity for these six sub-element similarity scores. The average
of the similarity value is shown in Table 5-1.
Table 5-1Average semantic similarity score for different sub-elements of news feed

Average
Similarity
Score

titlesim

descriptionsim

LinkSim

ItemSim

titleDescLinkSim

Level1Link

0.099

0.101

0.191

0.086

0.126

0.168

The table shows that link similarity (Linksim) achieves a 0.023 improvement over Level1Link
similarity,

0.065

over

Itemsim,

0.090overtitleDescLinksim,

0.092overdescriptionsimand

0.105overtitlesim.
In addition, we have compared the result of our link-based similarity method at depth zero, one,
two and three with SimRank and co-citation at similar depth. In Figure 5-4they-axis indicates the
average similarity score and x-axis represents similarity level (whole number).Our experiment
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result shows that our LinkSim at level zero has better similarity score than SimRank, co-citation
and LinkSim at level one and two.
Again, when we look at graph in Figure 5-4 we found that, the similarity score for our proposed
LinkSim algorithm is decreases when the number of link depth increases. This is so as the depth
increases the number of concepts extracted from the anchor increases. In spite of this, LinkSim
provide a better result when the level decreases i.e., level zero and one. Specially at level zero, we
found similarity score using LinkSim, while co-citation and SimRank score zero.
0.35
0.3

Similarity Score

0.25
0.2
Co-citation
0.15

SimRank
LinkSim

0.1
0.05
0
0

1

2

Similarity Measures

Figure 5-4 News feed link based similarity scores
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5.7

Summary

In this Chapter, we have presented our link bases news feed similarity measure prototype which
is designed to present the semantic neighborhood of a concept within a given threshold. It
computes enclosure similarity between any two concepts and compute the link based similarity
between news items. This chapter also details our experimentation techniques and results for
selected 50 news feed pairs. The experimental results shows that proposed solution is scores better
result in comparison with SimRank and co-citation.
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CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSION
6

6.1

CONCLUSION

Conclusion

In this thesis we address the on how to measure similarity between two News items. We have
given a theoretical overview of some of the other text based similarity methods.
We introduced a link based semantic similarity measure and defined link information text based
semantic similarity measures, which used for measuring contextual similarity. We also integrate
the link bases similarity with title and description sub-elements for butter similarity score.
In addition to this, internal and external information of a News Feed can be combined effectively
using our similarity measure method. That means our method not only suits for News item file
similarity measure only, but also is applicable for utilizing external information such as
Recommended related things by the News provider in the News page and any related links inside
the article.
We conducted several experiments on sample News feed formats with different sub elements of
the News feeds Item. Based on our analysis, we saw that the proposed similarity measures, which
use the link text information, have potential for measuring which News stories would be less
similar.

6.2

Future Works

Considering the novelty of the arguments treated in this thesis, the work done constitutes only the
starting point of a more wide research line. Indeed many improvements and open points need to
be solved.
The further work of this study might involve improving Link scores, testing more in-depth the
Link extraction and perhaps constricting the similarity matrix. Specially, extracting related links
and their anchor text at a given depth need further study. Currently, we are using first extract the
whole News article from the HTML document, extract links from the extracted content and extract
the rest links by finding the recommended related link position. However, we could have an
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algorithm for extracting the related link of a News page at a given depth. This might increase the
computation speed considerably.
On the other hand some similarity measures require word senses rather than tokens as input data.
These word senses (word meanings or concepts) are primitive semantic constituents of a
document. A word can have multiple senses: The word “bank” has the following senses
•

A financial institution (“He transferred his money to another bank”) or

•

A slope next to a river (“He sat on the bank of the river”)

Depending on the context the similarity measures required to use the most suitable word sense,
which is the case in automatic sense disambiguation.
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